Full quantitative multiple-scattering analysis of X-ray absorption spectra: application to potassium hexacyanoferrat(II) and -(III) complexes.
A recently developed method to the full quantitative analysis of the XAS spectra extending from the absorption edge to the high-energy region is presented. This method is based on the use of two independent approaches to the analysis of the EXAFS and XANES data, the well-known GNXAS and the newly developed MXAN procedures. Herein, we report the application of this technique to two iron complexes of known structure where multiple-scattering effects are prominent, the potassium hexacyanoferrat(II) and -(III) crystals and aqueous solutions. The structural parameters obtained from refinements using the two methods are equal and compare quite well with crystallographic values. Small discrepancies between the experimental and calculated XANES spectra have been observed, and their origin has been investigated in the framework of non-muffin-tin correction. The ligand dependence of the theoretical spectra has been also examined. Analysis of the whole energy range of the XAS spectra has been found to be useful in elucidating both the type of ligands and the geometry of iron sites. These results are of particular use in studying the geometrical environment of metallic sites in proteins and complexes of chemical interest.